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Gege Blog English –   

1.1 – HISTORY of the PURCHASE      -  Histoire de l'achat   

  

  

On December 15, my friend André wrote to me: 

AV GG,  
 
Here you will not be very happy but I plunged into madness until total delirium.  
How good it is !!!  
You will find annexed the beginning of my Oddysee Citroën 5HP-C3-T2 1924.  
As you will see I met lots of new professional friends ... but so real.  
Coincidences follow one another and it is disturbing for a spirit which claims to be rational.  
Listen :; I was staying with locals in Cérons (south east of Bordeaux), these are friends of my friends that we meet in Corsica 
every year,  
I did not know them and they opened their doors and their hearts to me with a simple click of my Bordeaux friends' finger. 
He tolds me that their direct neighbour, the village dentist, is a collector of old Citroën cars and that he would like to meet me.  
Please note this happened less than 5 days before my departure for Bordeaux the  goal of which was to reassemble the 
“mignonette”, yes it bewitched me.  
I still have to find a trailer for transport, given its condition a waste container would be more suitable. She is in bits.  
After long and sterile research on the web I found a young Flemish guy  who has a light craft trailer available for an affordable 
price.  
The business was done within 24 hours and on 09-12-2011 at 11am I embarked Jacqueline for the adventure. The journey took 
11h30, the village of Lutèce is as usual impossible. 
Arrived at Cérons we were received by a couple of artists, she, actress and him, sculptor painter lighthouse keeper at sea.  
He opened for me alone, because Jacqueline was not hungry, a terrine of pork confit with fat of'goose and sausage from the 
same barrel, all homemade.  
A gastronomic orgy !!! "Putaing ... that life is good".  
We  announced our intention to bring back sweet wine. Answer no problem the neighbour of the dentist is the local 
winemaker; we are taking care of it.  
The next day at 10 o'clock, departure for Cudos, a place called “Le Calos”, a superb area, I don't tell you.  
People supppppppper and hospitality !!! 
The whole family was there, no doubt I told myself they want to see these Belgians, planetary curiosity, not at all they came to 
lend a hand to collect what is scattered, ... on the floor of the hangar.  
In short, at 2 p.m. everything was loaded and I was about to pay the bill and make the invoice, thinking it is still early nice we 
will be comfortable to return well rested.  
Nay, Mother, father and grandson had decided to restore us. Soup of the garden, entry of cold meats on local bread, duck leg 
confit with vegetables always from the garden and the peach and apricot cake all washed down with a Sauternes 2004 and a 
local red whose name I forgot then coffee for the road. 
Then, it is 4:30 p.m., Jacqueline tells them that she would have liked to buy fresh foie gras to take back to Belgium.  
The mother has reservations, the wholesalers will have nothing at this time!  
Father: No problem  I'm going to take them to ???? there too the name escaped me.  
As we say goodbye to them, the mother hands us a bag with a large sterilization jar and a bottle and says if you can't find 
anything it will always be a small compensation.  
A home-made foie gras and a 2004 Sauternes, rebelote.  
Arrival in Cérons, the wine order is there. and the party can begin.  
We meet at 8 around the dining room kitchen table. 
Our landlords and a couple of their Pyrenean friends as well as the dentist. Our host offers us in addition to goose rillettes with 
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Sauternes, some  sea bass he caught when he was at the lighthouse the previous week. Plus the wine the coffee the coconut 
cake, ... But above all, an atmosphere, a human warmth, which despite my many experiences of human groups, always dazzle 
me as much.  
Of course Denis (the dentist) and I have talked a lot, especially since one of his cars is a Citroën 5HP-C2-T2-1923 in perfect 
working order.  
The shock ! we go to see her ; , there Jacqueline forgives me finally my selfish bullshit. There is more than to put my mignonette 
in the same state. ??? 
This is where I will need my therapist and all my friends for a long time. 
We decide to return to Belgium the next day at 8:00 am.  
Wake up 6.30 am, breakfast 7 am, dring dring knock knocking on the door, between my host shouts, a tall, thin man in 
mechanic overalls from Le Mans, cap in hand and sporting the beaming smile of the child who just received his best gift from St 
Nicolas enters the room, it's Denis.  
André if you want and if you have a little time I released the 5HP. Neither one nor two, I cannot say if I have finished my coffee, 
I am on the doorstep. 
He's kidding, if I want, if I have time, here time stops we always have time. It is there engine running, what music, I am the 
ketje of Brussels which widens the eyes in front of “The” car of the local notable. Complete visit of the beautiful, with emotion 
and respect, and blablabla and blablabla this cannot stop except when Denis softly whispered in my ear as a guy offers his 
boyfriend a bad ride. You come, let's go for a walk, it's good time. It's around 8:15 a.m. and it's still dark.  
Jacqueline, who understood without saying a word, nods in approval to my questioning look. 
Here we go at the fabulous speed of 50 km / h. The yellow headlights gently illuminate the asphalt, from time to time we come 
across a modern one who cannot respect the speed limit due to its bad nature. Denis takes advantage of a straight and 
horizontal line to launch his racing car at almost 60 km / h, impressive, there the expression “it takes your breath away” takes 
on its full meaning given the lack of side closure. At this speed Denis takes a 90 ° right turn without slowing down, the body tilts 
on its blades, the heel must reach 45 ° but no squeal of rubber, Michelin comfort low pressure, it holds. In a deserted and sleepy 
street on this Sunday morning, Denis turns his head towards me and I read in this child's gaze that he is going to do something 
forbidden. Yes, he braves the republican ban, Pouet-Pouet-Pouet, he dared to honk his horn. 
We return to my car waiting for me to become a responsible adult who respects our beautiful democracy.  
We kiss, swearing that there would be a continuation of this parenthesis of happiness in this crazy world.  
Denis also gives me a Citroën bag containing a bottle labelled for a rally he organized on June 11 and 12, 2011 plus the plaque 
and a booklet as well as a postcard where we see him driving his 5HP convertible on the circuit of Montlhéry.  
The return was very long, leaving at 11am on the 11th, we arrived on the 12th at 1:30 am.  
I wanted to be smart while passing by Rouen and Amiens but it is without counting with the brothel of gangsters   which is the 
motorway system of Rouen. 
I do not tell you because it is heartbreaking as a finding of dishonesty and incompetence.  
It no longer surprises me that the great cathedrals are in the north, they have a lot to be forgiven and they know it but they 
continue.  
When I got home I unloaded what was in my car and therefore went to bed at 3:00.  
Monday I am alone and I have to find a way to unload the mignonette and protect it for the winter.  
Another busy day, but which ends on time thanks to the teachings of the navy, pulleys, tackles, levers, rollers, rails, etc ...  
I send you some pictures for the atmosphere. 

  

Some pictures : 
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And the Ppt ... 

  

 THE END 
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